1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is defined by observed impairments in social and communicative interaction and excessive stereotyped patterns of behavior. Differences in the response to sensory stimulation (RSS) are described as phenotypically characteristic of ASD, and were reported in Kanner's original account of the disorder. Abnormalities in RSS are among the most common behavioral concerns of parents of children with ASD, with up to 95% of parents acknowledging some differences in sensory processing for their child ([@bib0370]). These sensory abnormalities are so prevalent that "hypo- or hyper-reactivity to sensory input" was added to the diagnostic criteria of ASD in the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). In the somatosensory domain, such abnormalities include hyper-sensitivity/over-responsiveness to textures (e.g., tags in shirts) and hypo-sensitivity/under-responsiveness to other sensations, particularly painful stimuli. Many parents report that their children with ASD have abnormal responses to being touched (e.g., being tickled) ([@bib0170], [@bib0260]).

Beyond the direct impacts of sensory processing abnormalities, it is possible that abnormal RSS removes the strong contribution of touch to the development of normal parental relationships in early life, and therefore exacerbates or contributes to the core social impairments of ASD. Dysfunction in tactile processing in particular has been closely linked to emotional and social distress early in life. These behaviors often impose limits on available family activities and environmental learning opportunities. Despite their prevalence and impact, the link between core features of ASD and abnormalities in tactile processing in ASD remains unclear. Furthermore, the underlying biological mechanisms are not well studied. Both the clinical and scientific literature on tactile dysfunction is variable and limited. There is also little consensus on the testing method most appropriate for assessing RSS and little specific empirical evidence for possible underlying mechanisms of tactile dysfunction.

In discussing dysfunction of the somatosensory system, it is important to consider that the sensory processing cascade involves a number of sequential steps, from conversion of mechanical information to electrical information in the skin, delivery of stimulus information to subcortical and cortical brain regions by ascending neuronal pathways, integration of information within the primary somatosensory cortex and higher-order somatosensory processing areas, to the conscious and subconscious selection of emotional and behavioral responses. Abnormal development at any one of these steps could result in abnormal sensory processing.

The majority of studies investigating tactile dysfunction have focused on parent- and teacher-reports, which, while informative, probe subjective assessments of both behavioral and emotional responses to touch and provide little information regarding the underlying and lower-order neurophysiology of tactile abnormalities in ASD. Recent work using psychophysics has reduced the degree of subjectivity, which helps to probe somatosensory processing more specifically. Finally, recent human and animal studies have suggested that excitation and inhibition imbalances, for instance in GABAergic processing, might contribute to sensory features of ASD. We will examine the clinical literature and methodology that has traditionally been employed. This is followed by a more detailed look into controlled scientific investigations of different aspects of tactile sensitivity in ASD in which the strengths of psychophysics have been exploited. Finally, the potential underlying neurophysiology of ASD, particularly within the primary somatosensory cortex where tactile information is initially processed, will be discussed as it pertains to tactile dysfunction.

2. Clinical background {#sec0010}
======================

Reviews of the clinical somatosensory literature in ASD ([@bib0025], [@bib0110], [@bib0370]) conclude that sensory impairments exist, that the degree and type of these impairments vary substantially, and that there are some weaknesses in previous studies with respect to small sample sizes and highly variable methodology. However, even with this substantial variability, sensory impairments in ASD do seem to differ significantly from those in other developmental disorders ([@bib0025], [@bib0455]). Several studies have described that the presence/absence, degree, and profile of sensory symptoms, as well as the behavioral response elicited, are heterogeneous in ASD ([@bib0025], [@bib0110], [@bib0370]), and constitute different metrics.

Typical dimensional metrics of sensory processing abnormalities are over-responsiveness, under-responsiveness, and failure to habituate to repetitive stimuli. Over-responsiveness (also called hyper-sensitivity) often refers to children being more "reactive" to sensory stimulation ([@bib0020], [@bib0115], [@bib0215]), often with negative emotions or active avoidance of stimulation. However, these accounts show difficulties separating over-responsiveness from impaired habituation through self- or parent-report. Over-responsiveness of this kind may be fully explained by an impairment of adaptation to repetitive stimulation, rather than an increased response to a single instantaneous stimulus. Such a dysfunction of habituation to environmental stimuli can result in "inflexible behaviors" and abnormally focused attention ([@bib0020]). It is, however, unclear whether this refers to hyper-excitability of the primary somatosensory cortex or to the expression of negative emotions to certain tactile stimuli. In contrast, under-responsiveness is characterized by reduced reactivity to sensory stimulation and is commonly associated with sensory seeking ([@bib0020]).

Notably, both over- and under-responsiveness fall under the term tactile defensiveness ([@bib0015], [@bib0385]), and both characterize abnormal emotional responses to tactile stimulation (such as negative emotions towards a stimulus) or withdrawal from or avoidance of a situation. The link between over- and under-responsiveness remains unclear and it is possible that behavioral under-responsiveness results from cortical over-responsiveness as a mechanism for coping with excessive stimulation ([@bib0045], [@bib0370]). Thus, the terms over- and under-responsiveness, when applied at different stages of the somatosensory cascade, can even result in opposite descriptions of a single situation and may be biologically part of the same process. For instance, [@bib0325] have suggested that the combination of local over-processing and global under-processing underlies both under- and over-responsiveness. They argue that autism is characterized by increased detection and discrimination in some cases (i.e., somatosensory hyper-sensitivity; see [@bib0065], [@bib0060]) due to increased processing of stimulus details, but that global processing is impaired due to an inability to discern common stimulus features, leading to under-responsiveness in other cases. See also the weak central coherence theory of autism ([@bib0070], [@bib0185], [@bib0235]).

In summary, there is substantial variability in the terminology used to describe sensory abnormalities in ASD, with possibly overlapping traits. It is possible that these stem from single mechanisms, with different emotional responses evoked under different stimulus conditions.

2.1. Clinical studies {#sec0015}
---------------------

[@bib0365] administered the Short Sensory Profile (SSP), a rating scale, to typically developing toddlers and to toddlers with ASD and fragile X syndrome. They found differences in tactile ratings and observed a correlation between abnormal sensitivity and adaptive behavior. In a similar study using the SSP with school-age children, negative correlations were found between tactile sensitivity and hyperactivity/attention in ASD, with the authors concluding that sensory difficulties in ASD could be a prominent driver of academic underachievement as a result of impact on attention ([@bib0010]).

[@bib0040] used a number of measures, including the Infant/Toddler Sensory Profile, Infant-Toddler Social and Emotional Assessment, Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised, and Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Generic, to examine the modulation of sensory behavior in toddlers with ASD and IQ-, age-matched controls. Toddlers with ASD were mostly characterized by under-responsiveness and stimulus-avoidance, with low frequency of sensation-seeking behaviors. These results suggest that stimulus-avoidance is not strongly linked to over-responsiveness as is often suggested (and more easily rationalized), and that under-responsiveness is not linked to more sensation-seeking. A more recent *meta*-analysis of 14 studies by [@bib0050] found that groups with ASD differed from typical groups, particularly in over-/under-responsiveness, but that the variability was mainly driven by age, symptom severity, and type of control group (e.g., age- or IQ-matched). Although correlations between different parent-reports were shown, there was no correlation between these reports and clinical observations.

In one of the first studies to move beyond pure questionnaire-based reporting, [@bib0180] investigated under- and over-responsiveness and sensory-seeking in children with ASD by using observation of tactile activities in addition to parent-report. The data showed that under-responsiveness to touch correlated with stronger social and communicative impairments, and that active seeking of sensational experiences was correlated with social and non-verbal impairments and increased repetitive behaviors. Over-responsiveness, however, did not correlate with any core features of ASD. Active seeking (often associated with under-responsiveness) correlated with repetitive behavior, but repetitive behavior is often understood to be an inability to adapt, due to *over*-responsiveness. This once more exemplifies that under- and over-responsiveness are not likely to be separate symptoms. Recently, [@bib0105] investigated experimenter-reports of over-responsiveness, parent-reports of tactile symptoms and self-reports of pleasantness of textures in children with ASD. They showed that children with ASD had significantly greater over-responsiveness scores compared to controls. In addition, positive correlations between over-responsiveness and parent-reported tactile symptoms and between over-responsiveness and social impairments were observed. Pleasantness ratings were inversely related with impaired communication.

[@bib0140] showed that abnormal sensory processing is also present in adults with ASD using the Adult/Adolescent Sensory Profile, although there is very high variability. More recently, [@bib0435] used the Sensory Processing Scale to demonstrate that adults with ASD showed greater over-responsiveness to sensory stimuli than controls. Over-responsiveness was also positively correlated with symptoms of autism. Finally, in a retrospective review of young children with ASD whose parent/caregiver completed the Sense and Self-Regulation Checklist ([@bib0405]), Silva and Schalock ([@bib0410]) found that for 129 children, parents reported signs of allodynia (painful response to touch) in 100% of the sample. This was confirmed by therapist-reports, in which allodynia was observed in 98% of 121 children. There was also a strong positive correlation between tactile abnormalities and severe global self-regulatory delay. This latter diagnostic represents significant inability to self-regulate in functions such as appetite, sleep, and attention, suggesting that abnormal responses to touch can have wide-ranging effects. Recently, we showed that parent-reported tactile sensory dysfunction and performance-based tactile sensitivity describe different behavioral phenomena, and that both are associated with attentional components ([@bib0460]). We conclude that solely basing assessments of sensory abnormalities on parent-reports may omit inclusion of other contributing factors that may be assessed with performance-based studies.

In summary, and also as shown in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, a number of studies have assessed tactile sensitivity in ASD using sensory profiles and parent-reports, and most have focused on tactile processing in children, but it appears abnormalities remain in adults with ASD. However, there is substantial inconsistency across studies with respect to patterns of response, correlations between measures, and, importantly, diagnostic terms. Especially with respect to over- and under-responsiveness, it is now thought that the underlying mechanisms are associated, possibly even stemming from a single deficit. Ultimately, sensory profiles and parent-reports are useful indicators of tactile dysfunction, but these measures do not always correlate with clinical observations nor do they provide useful indicators of cortical dysfunction.Table 1Summary of clinical studies investigating tactile processing abnormalities in ASD using self-/parent-/experimenter-reports of sensory and behavioral functioning.Table 1StudyCohortSample size (ASD/TDC)Sex (M:F) (ASD/TDC)Age[a](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"} (ASD/TDC)Assessment(s)Results (vs. TDC)[@bib0365]Toddlers26/24NA2.8/1.6SSP↑ tactile sensitivity scores[@bib0040]Toddlers100/19976:24/148:512.3/1.9ITSP, ITSEA, ADI--R, ADOS--G↑ under-responsiveness; ↑ sensation avoidance; ↓ sensation seeking[@bib0010]Children28/5124:4/43:86--10[b](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}SSPSig. diff. in SSP scores; neg. corrl. btw. tactile sensitivity and hyperactivity/inattention[@bib0140]Adults18/1810:8/10:841.8/39.5AASP↑ under-responsiveness; ↑ sensation avoidance; ↓ sensation seeking[@bib0180]Children34/---29:5/---6.8/---SP, SEQ, TDDT--RPos. corrl. btw. sensation seeking and social impairments; pos. corrl. btw. under-responsiveness and social impairments; no corrl. btw. over-responsiveness and core symptoms[@bib0405]Children128/138107:21/70:683.9/3.9SSC↑ tactile abnormality scores; pos. corrl. btw. tactile abnormalities and global self-regulatory delay; ↑ prevalence of allodynia[@bib0435]Adults221/181106:115/52:12938.7/37.1SPS↑ over-responsiveness; pos. corrl. btw. over-responsiveness and autistic traits[@bib0105]Children33/56NA8.2/6.7SEQ↑ over-responsiveness; pos. corrl. btw. over-responsiveness and tactile symptoms; pos. corrl. btw. over-responsiveness and social impairments[@bib0460][c](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}Children57/---48:9/---10.6/---SPMNo corrl. btw. parent-reports of tactile processing and psychophysical assessments; pos. corrl. btw. attention and tactile processing[^1][^2][^3][^4]

3. Psychophysics and sensitivity measures {#sec0020}
=========================================

One historical difficulty in studying tactile processing in ASD has been that the main body of literature on tactile impairments in ASD are subjective or follows self-, parent- or experimenter-reports and profiles, leaving only the emotional and behavioral outputs of the sensory cascade probed. The result is that there is a blurring of higher-order cognitive dysfunction (e.g., impaired emotional processing and communication) with lower-order dysfunction of the somatosensory system. While there is substantial variability in the reported symptomatology of abnormal tactile processing in ASD, it does have a very strong prevalence within the ASD population, justifying more detailed assessment of its physiological basis. Using unbiased and objective methods of sensory processing, such as those used in psychophysical approaches, reduces the degree of subjectivity in findings. Although such measures still contain some degree of higher-order judgment, they more specifically probe somatosensory cortical processing.

The psychophysics of tactile detection and discrimination utilizes quantitative methods to study sensation and perception. Until recently, there was very limited application of these methods to examine tactile function in ASD. Applying psychophysical assessments might not only provide information regarding absolute sensitivity profiles, but may also provide more specific evidence for potential mechanisms underlying sensory impairments. Advantages of these tasks are that they reduce experimenter bias and allow for counterbalancing and proper threshold tracking (for a review, see [@bib0200]). One limitation of such techniques is that to capture threshold appropriately and objectively, often lengthy assessments are required. The following sections describe quantitative studies of different aspects of tactile sensitivity, focusing in particular on lower-level functions such as detection and discrimination (see [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). The different studies consider different cohorts. However, all studies included cohorts with ASD with at least normal-range IQs and either age- or developmentally matched typically developing controls.Table 2Summary of psychophysical studies investigating tactile processing abnormalities in ASD.Table 2StudyCohortSample size (ASD/TDC)Sex (M:F) (ASD/TDC)Age[a](#tblfn0020){ref-type="table-fn"} (ASD/TDC)ApproachResults (vs. TDC)**Detection threshold**[@bib0055][b](#tblfn0025){ref-type="table-fn"}Adults16/1613:3/7:927.3/33.9Static detection threshold; supra-threshold sensitivity↓ detection thresholds (200 Hz only); ↑ ratings of ticklishness and intensity of tactile stimuliO'Riordan and Passetti (2006)Children13/13NA10.0/10.0Detection threshold: Von Frey hairsNo sig. diff. in detection thresholds[@bib0220]Children6/66:0/6:010.0/9.2Static detection thresholdNo sig. diff. in detection thresholds (w/or w/o masking); no corrl. btw. sensory profiles and detection thresholds[@bib0095]Adults8/87:1/7:129.3/29.0Detection threshold: Von Frey hairs, sinusoidal vibrationsNo sig. diff. in contact detection thresholds; ↓ vibrotactile detection thresholds (forearm only)[@bib0350]Children32/6727:5/54:1310.7/10.1Static/dynamic detection threshold: vibrotactile battery↑ static detection thresholds; no sig. diff. in dynamic detection thresholds. Reduced feed-forward inhibition in ASD[@bib0440]Children21/2117:4/9:129.8/10.3Static/dynamic detection thresholdNo sig. diff. in static or dynamic detection thresholds; pos. corrl. btw. static detection thresholds and autistic traits  **Adaptation**[@bib0445]Adults4/44:0/NA21--42/20--29[c](#tblfn0030){ref-type="table-fn"}Spatial localization↑ localization performance (short-duration adaption); ↓ localization performance (long-duration adaption)[@bib0425]Adults10/1010:0/NA26.1/23.5Single-site adaptationNo sig. diff. in discrimination thresholds w/o adaptation; sig. reduced effect on discrimination thresholds w/adaptation[@bib0450]Adults10/2010:0/NA26.1/24.2Temporal order judgmentNo effect on temporal order judgment w/carrier stimulus[@bib0350]Children32/6727:5/54:1310.7/10.1Adaptation, temporal order judgment: vibrotactile battery↑ discrimination thresholds w/o adaptation; no sig diff. in discrimination thresholds w/adaptation; no sig. diff. in temporal order judgment w/or w/o carrier stimulus  **Textures, proximal/distal stimulation**[@bib0275]Children16/1613:3/16:017.0/11.0Proximal/distal stimulation↑ reaction times for proximal (tactile)/distal (auditory/visual) stimuliO'Riordan and Passetti (2006)Children12/12NA8.6/8.6RoughnessNo sig. diff. in sensitivity to textures[@bib0095]Adults8/87:1/7:129.3/29.0PleasantnessNo sig. diff. in hedonic ratings of textures[@bib0100]Adults14/1613:1/16:026.4/31.6Roughness, pleasantnessNo sig. diff. in roughness or hedonic ratings of textures[@bib0230]Adults17/1715:2/15:225.0/24.0Roughness↑ roughness ratings of textures[^5][^6][^7][^8]

3.1. Tactile detection threshold {#sec0025}
--------------------------------

[@bib0220] investigated, in six boys with ASD, whether they differed from six typically developing boys in their detection threshold for both flutter (40 Hz) and vibration (250 Hz), with and without forward-masking. In the forward-masking task, a 250-Hz vibration preceded the test stimulus to look at the effect of prior stimulation on detection threshold. No differences between the ASD group and the typically developing group were found in tactile detection thresholds, regardless of masking. Interestingly, the data presented in this study suggests a trend towards a lower effect of masking in the ASD group. The authors did show a correlation between tactile and emotional portions of the Touch Inventory for Elementary-School-Aged Children ([@bib0380]) and Sensory Profile ([@bib0165]), suggesting that tactile perception is intact and that differences in under- and over-responsiveness might be due to emotional impairments instead.

[@bib0055] investigated detection threshold for both flutter (30 Hz) and vibration (200 Hz) stimulation in adults with Asperger syndrome (AS) and found that adults with AS had significantly lower detection thresholds for the 200-Hz stimulus. No differences were found for flutter stimulation, although a trend was apparent. This suggests that adults with AS were less sensitive to flutter stimulation, hinting that over-responsiveness in AS is specific for vibration but not flutter. The authors also investigated the ability to perceive self- or experimenter-produced supra-threshold motion stimulation and found that while both groups perceived self-produced motion less intensely or less "tickly" than experimenter-induced motion, the adults with AS judged both situations as more intense and tickly than typical adults.

[@bib0310] used Von Frey hairs to determine contact detection threshold and found no differences between adults with ASD and controls, suggesting that detection threshold is intact in ASD. [@bib0095] investigated both contact detection threshold (also using Von Frey hairs) and sinusoidal detection threshold (for flutter; 33 Hz) on both the palm and the forearm in eight adults with ASD and eight typical controls. Contact detection threshold was significantly lower on the palm than on the forearm in both groups and no group difference was shown. However, not only was sinusoidal detection threshold found to be lower on the palm than on the forearm in both groups, detection thresholds on the forearm were lower in adults with ASD compared to controls. [@bib0095] also investigated the effect of a 15-s supra-threshold stimulus on detection threshold and found that while this stimulus increased detection threshold, this dampening effect was not significantly different between ASD and controls.

We recently introduced a tactile psychophysical battery ([@bib0345]) that consists of a variety of behavioral paradigms that aim to probe somatosensory function in children with neurodevelopmental disorders. Using this battery in cohorts of 32 children with ASD and 67 typically developing children (8--12 years old), we showed that children with ASD have higher sinusoidal static detection threshold (for flutter; 25 Hz) than age- and IQ-matched typically developing children, but that thresholds did not differ when the stimulus slowly increased from zero amplitude (dynamic threshold) ([@bib0350]). This means that while dynamically increasing threshold is higher than a static threshold in controls, this is not so in children with ASD, which may be evidence that the filtering of stimulus information via feed-forward inhibitory mechanisms is impaired in ASD ([@bib0465]). These tactile findings have recently been reproduced by [@bib0440] in a similar cohort. They also showed that children with higher static sinusoidal detection thresholds showed more traits of ASD as measured with the Autism Spectrum Quotient, and that the effect of the dynamic stimulus was negatively correlated with the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule repetitive score, suggesting that children with lower inhibitory drive show more repetitive behaviors.

In summary, both [@bib0310] and [@bib0095] found that contact detection threshold was similar between individuals with ASD and controls, but the results for sinusoidal stimuli were not conclusive. [@bib0055] showed both better vibration thresholds but marginally worse flutter thresholds in ASD. Worse flutter perception was also reported by [@bib0440] and [@bib0350], which is suggestive of altered inhibition. Detection thresholds appear to correlate with Autism Spectrum Quotient scores and repetitive behaviors, showing some of the first evidence that tactile abnormalities are associated with core features of ASD ([@bib0440]). However, in a small cohort, [@bib0095] showed better flutter detection in ASD (although on the palm). Vibrations and flutter stimuli are processed by different mechanoreceptors (Pacinian and RAI, respectively), which are dynamic in nature, but contact stimuli activate pressure receptors instead ([@bib0250]). These studies suggest that while light touch processing remains intact in ASD, dynamic processing of vibrotactile stimuli might be altered in ASD. The differences and cross-modulation between vibration and flutter are unclear, indicating possible differences between RAI and Pacinian channels or in higher-order processing.

3.2. Adaptation {#sec0030}
---------------

An interesting concept in vibrotactile processing is that of adaptation, the effect of repetitive stimulation on a subsequent stimulus (or discrimination of subsequent stimuli) ([@bib0270]). Adaptation may be particularly relevant to ASD since difficulty adapting or habituating to sensory stimuli is commonly reported. The effect of adaptation is typically explained as inducing a "sharpening" or "increase of contrast" around the stimulus of interest by the tuning of the spatiotemporal patterns of neuronal activity ([@bib0270], [@bib0265]). Several studies have shown that adaptation can facilitate ([@bib0205], [@bib0210], [@bib0420], [@bib0415], [@bib0445]) or worsen ([@bib0420] tactile discrimination in a healthy population.

[@bib0425] used a single-site adaptation task in adults with ASD and a group of controls. In the controls, amplitude discrimination threshold (for flutter) worsened significantly when an adapting stimulus preceded the standard stimulus, replicating the authors' previous results ([@bib0420]). This is thought to occur because a single-site stimulus changes the relative gain of subsequent stimuli, reducing absolute intensity perception, hence making amplitude discrimination more difficult. Amplitude discrimination threshold without adaptation did not differ significantly between controls and adults with ASD, but the effect of adaptation was absent in adults with ASD, suggesting that cortical neurons do not adjust their response on the basis of repetitive sensory input in ASD. However, in our own study using larger cohorts ([@bib0350]), we showed that amplitude discrimination without adaptation is also worse in children with ASD, and that they also do not show an additional effect of adaptation, suggesting that both the connections necessary for accurate separation of signals in the amplitude discrimination task (thought to act on lateral inhibition) and the adjustment to repetitive stimulation are absent in children with ASD.

[@bib0445] investigated the effect of a short or long adapting stimulus on spatial discrimination in four adults with ASD compared to four typical adult controls. In controls, a long adapting stimulus significantly improved spatial discrimination compared to the short adapting stimulus (as expected since an adapting stimulus is thought to increase contrast and better contrast would lead to increased spatial discrimination). While the adults with ASD outperformed the controls in the short stimulus condition, a long adapting stimulus did not significantly change the performance of adults with ASD, suggesting that an adapting stimulus has no effect on performance in ASD.

Finally, [@bib0450] investigated whether the ability to determine the order of two subsequent stimuli on two fingers differs when there is a low-amplitude stimulus present throughout each trial. In 20 typical adults, this adapting pulse resulted in significantly poorer performance compared to a condition without the adapting stimulus, possibly because the adapting stimulus leads to synchronization between neuronal ensembles encoding the two digits, impairing separation of temporal encoding. Tommerdahl and colleagues also showed that the adapting stimulus did not alter performance in 10 adults with ASD, suggestive of local under-connectivity in ASD. However, in our study in children ([@bib0350]), we showed no difference in performance in typically developing children and children with ASD with or without the adapting stimulus.

Clinically, an inability to habituate to sensory information is common in ASD. Behaviorally, the ability to adjust to changes in sensory input by means of adaptation can be evaluated by testing the effect of repetitive and/or long-duration stimulation on tactile sensitivity. The majority of studies show that adaptation is impaired in ASD and that this may relate to altered neuronal, particularly inhibitory, functions. There do appear to be differences between children and adults with ASD, which could possibly be explained by alternate strategies that develop during the lifetime. However, none of these studies found associations between behavioral metrics of adaptation and clinical features of difficulty habituating, although they may not have tested for them. Moreover, clinical features of habituation are not well defined.

3.3. Textures and proximal/distal stimulation {#sec0035}
---------------------------------------------

While the studies described above focus on relatively low-level tactile function, a few other studies have investigated higher-level touch or haptic processing in a social, emotive, or communicative setting. As mentioned previously, [@bib0220] concluded that some tactile processing effects are due to impaired emotional processing. Haptic processing involves the processing of stimulus shape and form as well as textures. [@bib0310] investigated the ability of children around eight years of age with and without ASD to discriminate between the roughness of textures using different pieces of sandpaper and found no significant differences between cohorts.

[@bib0095] investigated how an emotional measure (the hedonic magnitude estimation) related to texture roughness and tactile force in adults with and without ASD. Although no group effect was seen, adults with ASD generally judged textures as more pleasant than controls. [@bib0100] investigated a similar task but combined it with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). They replicated the earlier behavioral finding ([@bib0095]) that while adults with and without ASD did not differ in their mean ratings of roughness and pleasure, ratings were more extreme for adults with ASD, and that the ratings for neutral textures were more variable. fMRI results showed that adults with ASD showed less activation in the primary somatosensory cortex for neutral and pleasant stimuli but a larger response for unpleasant stimulation. The latter was found to be correlated with social impairments. Conversely, [@bib0230] recently assessed roughness perception in adults with ASD and found that these participants were more overly responsive to roughness than controls. In addition, roughness ratings were more variable than for typical adults. The authors concluded that this possibly reflects over-responsiveness of the somatosensory cortex.

The finding that adults with ASD are more sensitive to tactile stimulation on the forearm (as discussed in [@bib0095]) might have a larger role in the context of social touch. [@bib0275] investigated distal versus proximal touch and argued that children with ASD prefer proximal stimulation (actively seeking sensory stimulation) to distal stimulation (hearing and vision). It was found that a subgroup of children with ASD had a slower reaction time for tactile processing, but the authors concluded that this may most likely reflect learning delays rather than differences in tactile sensitivity, and might be a continuation of immature behavior in a subgroup of ASD.

[@bib0330] investigated over-selectivity to tactile stimulation in typically developing children and children with ASD. Over-selectivity refers to over-attention to certain stimuli while ignoring others. In this study, children were trained to be rewarded by certain tactile stimuli (e.g., a cloth moon) and not others. Children with ASD exhibited a much stronger preference, or selectivity, for certain objects over other "rewarded" objects, irrespective of mental age. The authors posit that this is due to decreased behavioral inhibition leading to over-selectivity to certain objects. This result may also relate to differences in attention in ASD.

In summary, psychophysical investigation of tactile processing in ASD has led to some interesting observations. While contact stimulation seems to be intact, there appear to be differences in sinusoidal stimulation in both the flutter and vibration ranges, although not consistently so. It is likely that non-significant results are due to small numbers of participants, as typical sample sizes for these behavioral tasks are around 10--12 participants per cohort, although our recent study used 32 and 67 children with and without ASD, respectively. Both adults and children with ASD appear not to exhibit adaptation, which is suggestive of altered inhibitory function. The absence of this low-level modulatory effect in particular is interesting both with respect to the inability to habituate and to the repetitive behaviors seen in ASD, although this relationship has not yet been investigated. A failure to habituate in ASD has been shown in the visual and auditory domains as well, perhaps suggesting that there are similar mechanisms within primary sensory processing ([@bib0030], [@bib0055]). These relatively low-level studies may relate more to the specific somatosensory dysfunctions that exist in ASD. Nonetheless, only little is known about their associations with clinical features, although there does seem to be some evidence of a relationship ([@bib0440]). Larger participant numbers will be needed to expand on this. Assessments of haptic processing, while more difficult to assess neurophysiologically, might reflect social aspects of tactile processing more directly by involving behavioral and emotive responses to touch. Translation between these assessments will be essential in understanding the link between neuronal function, perception, and behavioral and clinical features of ASD.

4. Neuronal underpinnings {#sec0040}
=========================

Although attempts are being made to understand the mechanisms underlying impairments in tactile processing in ASD by linking behavioral tasks with known aspects of neuronal encoding of tactile information ([@bib0350], [@bib0425], [@bib0445], [@bib0450] Tannan et al., 2008; Tommerdahl et al., 2007, 2008), our knowledge is still very limited. More recent studies have focused on the neural mechanisms underlying arousal, attention, and sensory integration, which involve the cerebellar, limbic and larger cortical systems ([@bib0285]). It appears that these observed sensory dysfunctions are not due to peripheral damage or abnormality, but arise from within the central nervous system. A number of studies have investigated the underlying cortical dynamics of tactile dysfunction in humans with ASD, with some investigating animal models.

4.1. Imaging studies {#sec0045}
--------------------

Several differences have been shown in the neuronal responses to tactile stimulation in adolescents with ASD, including differences in cortical map encoding ([@bib0125]) and decreased connectivity in finger regions of the somatosensory cortex ([@bib0135]). [@bib0290] showed with magnetoencephalography (MEG) that boys with ASD (7--11 years old) displayed lower amplitudes in contralateral S1 responses to tactile stimulation, which also correlated with behavioral responses, suggesting early cortical differences in tactile perception. [@bib0305] showed an earlier and increased peak in right somatosensory cortex to median nerve stimulation, suggesting stronger lateralization (also see [@bib0245]).

The variability in neuronal responses appears increased in ASD. [@bib0160] showed that while mean fMRI responses (percent change in BOLD signal) to somatosensory, visual, and auditory stimulation did not differ between adults with and without ASD, the trial-by-trial variability in the ASD group was significantly higher than in the control group, and was negatively correlated with symptom severity (also see [@bib0225]). These data suggest that the neuronal network of adults with ASD is noisier than in controls, possibly relating to imbalances in excitation and inhibition ([@bib0390]). However, [@bib0130] found that variability of the evoked potential (as measured with MEG) as a response to passive stimulation of the thumb and index finger did not differ between controls and adults with ASD. The discrepancy across studies may have to do with passive versus active stimulation in which a response is required.

[@bib0120] used diffusion tensor imaging to compare structural connectivity in children with ASD and sensory processing disorder against controls. Using the Sensory Profile, the authors showed no relationship between parent-reported measures of tactile dysfunction and fractional anisotropy in any of 15 white matter tracts (after combining all groups). However, [@bib0335] found that fractional anisotropy in the inferior longitudinal fasciculus was negatively correlated with tactile defensiveness scores in children with ASD, suggesting that structural connectivity between structures in the temporal and occipital lobes may be abnormal.

Although non-invasive neuroimaging methods are useful indicators of cortical function, they can only provide a macro-level perspective. In addition, most imaging studies thus far have involved a small number of participants, and it remains to be seen how findings in children compare with those in adolescents and adults, limiting the interpretability of findings. Moreover, many of these imaging studies did not control or test for other indicators, be it behavioral measures or sensitivity profiles of tactile sensitivity. As suggested by [@bib0285], "because of the heterogeneity of ASD, the electrophysiology and functional imaging work in this domain should include behavioral measures so that within group differences do not obscure real between group differences. There is a tremendous need for further exploration in this domain as atypical tactile sensitivity appears with particularly high frequency in the autism population". In the future, it may be possible to predict tactile metrics (e.g., threshold or variability in responses) by studying brain function (e.g., brain chemistry, variability in cortical responses).

4.2. Studies focusing on inhibition {#sec0050}
-----------------------------------

A number of studies have argued in favor of an excitation/inhibition imbalance in ASD (e.g., [@bib0390], [@bib0465]). There is ample evidence that the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain, γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), plays important roles in shaping the neuronal response to tactile stimulation ([@bib0175], [@bib0255]) and in brain development and cortical plasticity ([@bib0295], [@bib0300]). In a review, [@bib0280] describe the potential role of GABAergic processing in sensory problems in ASD, focusing on its potential role in early development and the so-called critical period.

In a recent human study, [@bib0430] investigated tactile detection threshold in typically developing children with three different expressions of the human GABRB3 gene, finding that detection threshold was associated with this gene and confirming findings from animal studies. Several studies have shown abnormal brain GABA levels in ASD as measured with edited magnetic resonance spectroscopy (for a methodological review, see [@bib0340]). For instance, [@bib0240] showed reduced GABA/Glx (glutamate + glutamine + glutathione) in frontal regions of children with ASD and [@bib0375] showed reduced auditory GABA concentration in children with ASD. [@bib0195] showed reduced auditory and motor, but not occipital, GABA levels in children with ASD. There was additionally trend-level associations between auditory GABA levels and language ability and Social Responsiveness Scale scores. [@bib0360] reported normal occipital GABA levels in adolescents and adults with ASD (including AS and pervasive developmental disorder), but showed an absence of a correlation between GABA and a measure of binocular rivalry, where an association existed in controls. In the tactile domains, our own work ([@bib0355]) shows reduced GABA levels in the sensorimotor but not occipital cortex. Moreover, we saw that lower GABA levels in children with ASD correlated with higher (worse) detection thresholds. Furthermore, GABA levels were not correlated with adaptation or frequency discrimination, while they were in control children. These results show that differences in brain chemistry may explain some of the behavioral features of tactile abnormalities in ASD.

Neuroanatomical differences in the GABAergic system have been seen in postmortem studies of brain tissue of individuals with ASD ([@bib0080], [@bib0085]). The GABRB3 gene encodes one subunit of GABA receptors on postsynaptic neurons, and is another gene that is thought to be associated with autism ([@bib0005], [@bib0155], [@bib0150], [@bib0395]). [@bib0145] observed that mice that are heterozygous for the GABRB3 gene express reduced startle responses and that male heterozygous mice showed increased tactile sensitivity and reduced sensorimotor processing. Animals studies have also shown relationships between Fmr1 knockout mice (a mouse model for fragile X syndrome) and interneuron populations ([@bib0400]), as well as reduced synaptic inhibition and reduced cortical synchronization ([@bib0315], [@bib0320]). Other studies have shown associations between mouse models for the MECP2 gene (implicated in Rett syndrome) and the maturation of cortical thickness in the somatosensory cortex ([@bib0190]).

In summary, there are several lines of evidence suggesting that the GABA system is altered in ASD, and that this may relate to alterations in sensation and symptoms in both animal models and humans. Altered inhibition, or an imbalance of inhibition and excitation, can be, and has been, used to explain some of the tactile abnormalities seen in psychophysical and imaging studies. However, there is very little known about how symptoms in ASD relate to neurophysiological and neurochemical processing within the brain. While genetic markers have been linked to altered neuronal function and different patterns of connectivity ([@bib0035], [@bib0075], [@bib0090], [@bib0085], [@bib0080]), the specific nature of these abnormalities and how they differentially contribute to the array of developmental and behavioral features of ASD remains unclear. Given the diverse genetic origins of ASD represented in any human cohort and the heterogeneity of the resulting cortical dysfunction, it is perhaps unsurprising that studies of tactile abnormality are highly variable in their results and reproducibility. For instance, abnormal detection threshold would be expected from GABRB3 heterozygotes ([@bib0145], [@bib0430]) but perhaps not in other genetic subtypes linked to ASD. Indeed, we show that children in whom GABA is reduced display altered responses to detection threshold tasks, whereas those children with "normal" GABA levels show normal responses ([@bib0355]).

5. Discussion {#sec0055}
=============

5.1. Tactile abnormalities and social features in ASD {#sec0060}
-----------------------------------------------------

Given the importance of touch in early development, and the importance of touch in forming social and physical relationships, a link between tactile abnormalities and social features could be expected. However, findings are inconsistent. Some clinical studies suggest that under-responsiveness is associated with stronger social impairments, whereas over-responsiveness is linked to repetitive behaviors ([@bib0180]). Conversely, other studies show associations between over-responsiveness with social features in ASD ([@bib0105], [@bib0435]). In the psychophysical literature, associations between controlled aspects of touch processing (detection, discrimination) and social impairments are less often reported. Altered detection threshold may contribute to the core features in ASD ([@bib0440]), but with respect to amplitude and discrimination threshold, no studies have found links between psychophysical and clinical features. One possible reason for this dissociation is that basic features of touch processing contribute only marginally to the emotional and sensory symptoms captured by clinical assessments and may instead reflect differences in information processing more directly. Similarly, it may be that clinical reports of sensory dysfunction describe differences in broader behavioral regulation, as opposed to behavior associated specifically with sensory processing. In our recent study ([@bib0460]), one of the first to combine parent-ratings with psychophysical assessments, we showed that tactile abnormalities in performance-based tasks correlate with attention but do not correlate with parent-reports (which did correlate with parent-reports of attention). These findings do not mean, however, that psychophysical differences do not contribute to a common core feature in ASD. Instead, it may be that tactile assessments that do find associations with social features probe aspects of touch that contain a higher-level social component., including pleasantness ratings (see Section [3.3](#sec0035){ref-type="sec"}), but the more complex the tactile assessment, the less clear the biological nature.

Although links between psychophysical and clinical assessments of tactile abnormalities would facilitate our understanding of these impairments in ASD, they instead are likely to measure complimentary, but not always directly related, aspects of tactile function in ASD, which ultimately may be more helpful in our understanding of differing aspects of tactile dysfunction in ASD. By teasing apart these relationships, intervention approaches could be adjusted to target the multifaceted nature of tactile dysfunction in ASD.

5.2. Limitations of the current field {#sec0065}
-------------------------------------

While there is substantial evidence for tactile abnormalities in ASD, both from clinical experience and scientific literature, the findings from studies of tactile dysfunction are highly inconsistent and inconclusive. These inconsistencies reflect the heterogeneity not only of cohorts with ASD, but also of methodologies and the descriptive language used. Many of the features presented in this review might be applicable to only certain subpopulations (i.e., high-functioning individuals), as little work has been done in children with ASD and intellectual disabilities. The underlying cortical dynamics are difficult to determine, particularly because ASD is such a heterogeneous disorder. It remains unclear what, if any, relationship there is between tactile under- and over-responsiveness in ASD. In addition, the clinical terminology itself remains vague. Even within the sensory domain, it is unclear what the relationship is between e.g. under- and over-responsiveness, sensory seeking, or avoidance. Many clinical diagnostics, although useful, are subjective and may not provide detailed information on the specific biological nature of tactile impairments. As can be seen in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, studies investigating the clinical features use a range of assessments, cohort sizes, age ranges, as well as differing subpopulations on the spectrum. These differing aspects make comparisons across studies problematic, such that even within clinical assessments a clear picture of tactile abnormalities in ASD is absent.

The recent application of tactile psychophysics to study sensory dysfunction in ASD holds great promise as it allows for more precise quantification of specific tactile and somatosensory features, reducing the subjective element that hampers report-based metrics and the less modality-specific abnormalities of emotional responses. The downside of these biologically based studies is that they often have small numbers of participants (see [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}), reducing statistical power and effect size. They also require a level of language and attention regulation to complete, limiting the range of individuals with ASD that could be reliably assessed. In addition, the methods focus on different aspects of tactile sensitivity (e.g., constant vs. sinusoidal stimulation), making comparisons between studies difficult. Due to these inconsistencies between studies, a big picture of somatosensory abnormalities is absent from the current literature. Controlling different aspects of such experiments (e.g., choice of stimulus or analysis) is incredibly important, and more care has to be taken in the future in order to come to an agreement and providing standardized batteries of testing different components is suggested.

5.3. Future directions {#sec0070}
----------------------

As mentioned in [@bib0285], combining clinical diagnostics with psychophysical and neuroimaging data is becoming increasingly more important for understanding the link between brain function, perception, and clinical features. Rather than directly trying to link specific tactile features such as detection and discrimination to social features, a hierarchical approach might be more preferable to improve our understanding of tactile abnormalities in ASD and their contribution to other core symptoms. Differences in brain chemistry, structure, and function might give rise to altered stimulus processing of basic tactile information. Altered tactile information processing may lead to differences in clinical features, which in turn relate to core symptoms. A multimodal approach, by which these aspects are combined, allows for an investigation of these aspects within subpopulations of ASD. Biological data could contribute substantially to our understanding of the differences between studies described above; it is possible that the variability seen in the sensitivity of measures of brain activity, for instance, are related to symptom severity, and that different "clusters" of ASD can be pulled apart on the basis of genetic information, brain activity, or chemistry profiles. Only by combining clinical diagnostics with an understanding of cortical underpinnings (e.g., the genetics of neuronal dysfunction) will it be possible to get a better picture of how tactile abnormalities develop in ASD and how they contribute to core features across the spectrum, ultimately leading to therapies that can relieve sensory symptoms.
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[^1]: AASP, Adult/Adolescent Sensory Profile; ADI--R, Autism Diagnostic Interview--Revised; ADOS-G, Autism Diagnostic Observational Schedule--Generic; ASD, autism spectrum disorder; ITSEA, Infant--Toddler Social and Emotional Assessment; ITSP, Infant/Toddler Sensory Profile; NA, data not available; SEQ, Sensory Experiences Questionnaire; SP, Sensory Profile; SPM, Sensory Processing Measure; SPS, Sensory Processing Scale; SSC, Sense and Self-Regulation Checklist; SSP, Short Sensory Profile; TDC, typically developing controls; TDDT--R, Tactile Defensiveness and Discrimination Test--Revised.

[^2]: Mean chronological age in years.

[^3]: Age range of ASD and TDC groups.

[^4]: Used both performance-based and parent-report measures.

[^5]: NA, data not available.

[^6]: Mean chronological age in years.

[^7]: Recruited adults diagnosed with Asperger syndrome.

[^8]: Age range of ASD and TD groups.
